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In the News

Essendant Names Interim CEO

Stay updated on industry leadership changes with Essendant's appointment of an
interim CEO. Delve into the details of this important announcement and its potential
impact on Essendant's operations and strategy, exclusively on NOPA's platform.

Learn More

Amazon Deploys 750,000 Robots to Unlock AI Opportunities

Explore the transformative impact of artificial intelligence and robotics as Amazon
deploys 750,000 robots to unlock AI opportunities. Delve into the details of this
massive deployment and its implications for e-commerce and logistics, as reported on
AI Magazine's platform.

Read more

With a Staggering 6 billion in Debt Staples and Sycamore
Partners are looking for Lenders

Stay informed about Staples and Sycamore Partners' search for lenders amidst a
staggering $6 billion debt burden. Delve into the details of this financial challenge and
its implications for the companies' future strategies and operations.

Read more

Furniture

HNI Corporation 1Q24 Results News Release

Explore HNI Corporation's first-quarter 2024 financial results in their latest news
release. Gain insights into the company's performance, achievements, and strategic
outlook for the future, as detailed in the official document provided by HNI
Corporation's investor relations website.

Read more

What Gensler’s Education Engagement Index Reveals About
the Future of Hybrid Learning

Explore the future of hybrid learning with Gensler's Education Engagement Index. Delve
into insights on how educational spaces are evolving to support hybrid learning models,
exclusively on Gensler's blog.

Read more

Most Firms Lack the Right Tech for Hybrid Working

Discover insights into the challenges of hybrid working as Workplace Insight reveals
that most firms lack the right technology to support this model effectively. Delve into the
details of this study and its implications for businesses navigating the transition to
hybrid work arrangements.

Read more

Technology

Tanya Ross Named Vice President of MPSA

Stay informed about industry leadership changes with the appointment of Tanya Ross
as Vice President of MPSA (Managed Print Services Association). Delve into the
details of this significant announcement and its potential impact on MPSA's initiatives
and membership, exclusively on The Imaging Channel.

Read more

Logitech Adds AI Integration to Devices

Learn about Logitech's latest innovation as they integrate AI into their devices with the
latest article on iDealerCentral. Delve into the details of this development, exploring
how AI integration enhances the functionality and performance of Logitech's products.

Read more

Advocacy Alerts

GSA Releases Generative AI Acquisition Resource

Discover the latest resource from GSA as they release a Generative AI Acquisition
Resource. Delve into the details of this innovative tool designed to enhance acquisition
processes and support agencies in navigating the complexities of generative AI
technologies.

Read more

Department of Labor Overtime Rules

Stay informed about Department of Labor overtime rules by accessing resources
provided by NOPA. These rules govern the payment of overtime wages and outline
eligibility criteria for employees. Stay updated on any changes or updates to ensure
compliance with labor regulations and fair treatment of employees.

Read more

NAW strongly opposes FTC Non-Compete Ban

Learn about NAW's stance on the FTC's proposal to ban non-compete agreements as
they strongly oppose it. Delve into the details of NAW's position statement and their
reasoning behind it, exclusively on NAW's website.

Read more

ISSA Updates

Distributors Identify Top Jan/San Products 

Stay informed about the top JanSan products as distributors identify them in a recent
article. Delve into the details of this insightful report, which highlights the most sought-
after cleaning and sanitation products in the industry, exclusively on Cleanlink.

Read more

Did you know Cleaning and the Law

Explore the intersection of cleaning practices and legal considerations with "Did You
Know: Cleaning and the Law?" Delve into the insights provided in this Cleanlink Minute
article, shedding light on the importance of understanding legal implications in the
cleaning industry.

Read more

Walmart hit with $101 Million verdict in trial over PPE
Contracts

Discover the latest legal developments as Walmart faces a $101 million verdict in a trial
over PPE contracts. Delve into the details of this significant legal case and its
implications for procurement practices and corporate accountability, exclusively on
Toner News.

Read more

Evaluating the Evolution of Ergonomic Equipment

Explore the evolution of ergonomic equipment with the latest article on Cleanlink.
Delve into the insights provided, examining the advancements in ergonomic design
and their impact on workplace safety and productivity.

Read more

Smart Business Source

Roboquitting is the latest workplace trend to emerge in the era
of hybrid working

Discover the latest workplace trend in the era of hybrid working: "roboquitting." Delve
into the details of this phenomenon, which explores the increased use of automated
systems by employees to resign from their positions, exclusively on Workplace Insight.

Read more

Working from Home How to Look after Your Eyes

Learn how to care for your eyes while working from home with the latest article on
Workplace Insight. Delve into practical tips and insights aimed at maintaining eye
health and reducing strain during remote work.

Read more

80% Maybe 100% of Life is Showing up for Lunch    

Discover insights into the importance of showing up for lunch with the latest article on
Federal News Network. Delve into the details of this piece, which explores the
significance of social interaction and networking opportunities during lunchtime in the
workplace.

Read more
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